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STATISTICS ON THE TEXAS SUPREME





HE purpose of this brief article is to provide for the second year'
statistical information on the state's highest courts much like
Harvard Law Review provides statistical information on the Supreme
Court of the United States. With the exception of publications of the Office
of Court Administration and Texas Judicial Council and a yearly bloc analy-
ses of the Texas Supreme Court by Texas Lawyer, no publication has on a
regular basis attempted to provide a statistical review of the Texas high
courts' productivity.
The data used for these statistics consist of all authored opinions decided
between October 1, 1992 and September 30, 1993. Per curiam opinions are
excluded from the analysis.
*Clark Thomas is a Ph.D. candidate in Political Economy at The University of Texas
at Dallas.
** Anthony Champagne has a Ph.D. degree in Political Science from the University of
Illinois and is a Professor of Government & Politics and of Political Economy at The Univer-
sity of Texas at Dallas.
1. Our first presentation of statistics is for the period October 1, 1991 through September
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TABLE 3
SUBJECT MATTER OF DISPOSITIONS OF THE
SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
Tax 4
Medical Malpractice 3
Against Local Entity/Officer' 4















'This category includes cases involving litigation against local governmental entities.
'Cases in this category involve purely private litigation concerning corporations or individuals.
'Cases in this category considered issues involving writs (i.e., mandamus).
4Cases in this category considered issues involving proper legal procedure.
'Cases in this category involve land use or property rights issues.6Cases in this category involved litigation dealing with the Texas Clean Air Act.7Cases in this category considered issues involving the application of or the interpretation of
words in statutes.
8This category includes cases that are not workman's compensation cases that involve
wrongful death or injury.
9These cases involved interpretation of provisions of insurance policies.
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TABLE 4
SUBJECT MATTERS OF DISPOSITIONS OF THE COURT












Definition/Interpretation 5  I
Ineffective Counsel 2
Jury Action6  2
TOTAL 128
'Cases in this category considered issues involving such due process issues as consolidated
prosecutions, pretext arrests, attorney-client relationships, warrantless arrests, application of
rarole laws, and exceeding bounds of a warrant.
Cases in this category considered issues involving writs (i.e., habeas corpus).3These cases involved admissibility of evidence issues that are not search and seizure issues
such as admissibility of testimony.
4These cases considered questions involving whether motions or appeals were filed in a timely
manner.
5Supra note 17.6The issue involves allegations of inappropriate actions by jurors.
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